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REQUESTED REVISION: There are several places within the standard where text is missing due to an error in the process of search and replace when editing the document. This is a request to insert the missing text as indicated in the proposed revision text.

STANDARD: IEEE Std 802.3az-2010
CLAUSE NUMBER: 70
CLAUSE TITLE: various

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT: ----------------------
In Subclause 70.1
replace:
This transmission will be detected by the remote PHY, causing it to also exit the .

With
This transmission will be detected by the remote PHY, causing it to also exit the low power state.
----------------------
In Subclause 70.2.2
replace:
This primitive is generated by the PCS Transmit Process when EEE is supported to indicate that the PMA and PMD transmit functions may go into a and to disable the PMD transmitter.

With
This primitive is generated by the PCS Transmit Process when EEE is supported to indicate that the PMA and PMD transmit functions may go into a low power mode and to disable the PMD transmitter.
----------------------
In subclause 70.6.10
replace:
If EEE is supported, the PMD transmit function enters into a when tx_quiet is set to TRUE and exits when tx_quiet is set to FALSE.

----------------------
With

If EEE is supported, the PMD transmit function enters into a low power mode when tx_quiet is set to TRUE and exits when tx_quiet is set to FALSE.

----------------------

RATIONALE FOR REVISION: complete sentences with missing text

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS: none
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